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The second session was represented by Blackwell North America (Fred Philipp), who just purchased Ballen, Jim Ulsamer of Baker and Taylor, Michael Markwith of Swets, and Frans von Eysinga of Wolters Kluwer (which has just purchased CCH). The panels were asked some prepared in advance questions as well as some from the floor. Interestingly, the prepared questions dealt more with the finances or strategies of acquisitions and the librarians in attendance tended to focus on issues of information control and freedom.

What They Said

One of the most important considerations in any acquisition, whether from the standpoint of the seller or the buyer, is the people factor. We have all read a lot about the downsizing of American business but there was no lack of concern for the people from these panels. It is tough to conduct the financial investigations and due diligence required in a sale in total secret. Rumors abound, clients hear them and get nervous and the employees always feel they are in the dark. Competitors move in and sometimes spread the rumors, hopefully to their gain, even when they might know the rumors are unfounded. Our CEOs emphasized the need to keep the people in the acquired company and to promote blending of common culture between the two entities. What they don't want is to buy a shell of a company whose best people and customers have jumped ship during the process. While it wasn't said directly by any of our panelsists, it would seem that one thing they all recognized was the value of the personal relationships between all of us in the library industry. Having said that, we also heard very clearly that not everyone keeps their job in a buyout. Librarians aren't willing to pay high prices to cover inefficiency on the part of their suppliers. Duplicate positions need to be eliminated and if the acquirer brings needed expertise and skill to the transaction then some people will become, as the British say, redundant.

Also of great interest to many was the topic of where are we going to be in 15 years. Clearly, in public at least, our panel had some differing views about what librarians will be doing down the road. Librarians also wondered, as evidenced by some of their questions, what might happen if corporate America takes over the information industry. As electronic sources and delivery was discussed it became obvious that the trend to home and office delivery of information via online services poses both an opportunity and a threat to the status quo. A few CEO's clung to the notion that librarianship has a great future. Others posed doubts about the wisdom of choosing it as a long term career. Not all the panelsists were very confident that they would start a business in this field today and a questioner from the audience wanted to know how to quietly let it be known when a company would like to be bought out. All in all this was a candid and open discussion by the CEO's and the librarians seemed quite willing to pose some tough and thought-provoking questions. In some ways it seemed as though underneath our titles and jobs we all know that change is part of our lives and that we really are all in this together. It is like a renowned financial expert once said when asked if the stock market was going to go up? He said, "yes, but isn't your real question, when will it go up?" We still hunger for a better handle on when the changes will occur that we all know are coming and how they will effect our futures. This panel helped with that concern.

Will We Do This Again?

Judging from the reactions of panelsists and audience the answer must be, yes. This panel was constructed to address a specific subject, the buyout craze, but we are not limited by big picture issues. Even though our CEO's were clearly leaders with a broad focus on the future, they were also very conversant on basic everyday issues. They expressed an interest in being able to mix with the opinion leaders in libraries and confirm their needs and direction. If you were at the Charleston Conference and have suggestions then we want to hear them. If you liked the panels or didn't, if you have topics or ideas for next year, share them with us at <71023.3440@compuserve.com>. We welcome the input.